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Letter from the Editor
I have been inspired by Skipping Stones, and
by the stories of all the authors who have had the
courage to speak their minds and hearts. Corresponding with the many writers of each issue has allowed
me to connect with them in a real way. In leaving my
post as an editor, I would like to share a bit ofmyself
(with you--the readers), to let you know who has
received and appreciated all ofyour contributions.

"Just be yourself," that's what everybody
always told me whenever I was nervous to meet
new people, especially guys, or perform in a
dance recital, or interview for my ftrst job. But
what was "just being myself?"
"Myself', I am learning, has many parts: I
love to be the center of attention, but also to sit
back and observe. I love to work in a team, to
brainstorm and find a solution, but also to rise to
a new challenge all on my own. I like to be
friendly, but I can be shy. I like to be fair, but
sometimes look after myself ftrst. And just when
I think I know who I am, I disappoint myself by
doing something I feel I shouldn't have done.
In middle school, I hung out with the cool
crowd-the ones who went to all the dances,
and had the big parties. Sometimes I did things
just because they were watching. Once I rejected
a friend by telling her she couldn't come to a
party, while the cool crowd listened. They
laughed. I lost a friend. Eventually, my interests
changed, and I wanted to focus on dancing and
theater. I found new, supportive friends, and got
reacquainted with old ones. I was one step closer
to being myself.
Then I realized that everything I do, and all
that I believe in, has been drawn from life experiences and personal journeys. Every person I have
known, every place visited, and every challenge
faced, has taught me something about myself and
the world. These times have also taught me how
I can impact other people and places in a positive
way-to uplift and celebrate the life and diversity
of all living things.
In high school, my friend Mira was politically
active in the struggle of the Central American
people to be independent of oppressive foreign
Vol. 11 no. 5

governments. I attended
several protests with her.
Through Mira, I not only
learned about raising my
own voice and feeling the
power of community, but
also began to understand
the largeness of the world,
and how much more there
was outside of myself.
A couple years later, I experienced another
moment of deep, inner growth. I sat near my
grandfather, who had died a few moments earlier
while resting in his easy chair. I looked around
and saw snapshots of family, ancestral artifacts
from Norway, his coffee mug, and his daily paper,
among other cherished items. Sitting there with
his energy all around me, I felt his life within my
own, a part of me. I could fold his kindness and
love into my pocket and take it with me.
Nowadays, if I am concerned or excited by
a particular event, comment, or news item, I like
to write about it in a poem or a letter to a friend,
or conftde in someone with whom I can trust my
feelings. In doing so, I try to work out anger or
grief, and check that I am being fair to others in
my thoughts and ideas. I make sure I am available
to friends who might need a listening ear, and can
give a constructive comment when asked, but
I also feel comfortable with not having all the
answers. I love to talk with people of varying
viewpoints, so I can reflect on my own beliefs
and values more deeply.
Each day, I try to consider the changes that
occur around me, and within me, as opportunities
for growth and renewal. I take daily walks to get
my blood pumping, breathe in fresh air, and see
the things happening in my neighborhood. I feel
a stronger connection to all that I see, hear, and
touch. I watch the ants moving their colonies,
birds slurping worms from the earth, and neighbors stretching at their doorsteps. It helps me to .
know that "myself' is part of a greater cycle of '
beginnings and endings, and that all of us are here
to share in the mystery of life and death.
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Your Letters
Living with Chernobyl

A Handwritten Note
I appreciate your publishing my
poem, "Crying World". I think your magazine is nice,
and has a good cause. I submitted my poems and
essays to other places,but they don't even seem to
have the time to write a handwritten letter. Your magazine cares about the people who are published in it.
I thank you for the opportunity to be published.
It's practically the only way I can speak my mind.
Thank you!
-Kelly Ortega, 14, Medford, Oregon

Start it out Right!
In the Y2K issue (Vol. 11, No.2), I thought it
was interesting that although people are thinking of
the new millennium as the start of a whole new life,
nature will continue as usual.
However, it is incorrect to refer to Y2K bug as the
"millennium bug," or to say the year 2000 is the start
of the new millennium! In reality, the year 2001, not
2000, is the start of the new millennium. Here's how
it works: there was no year 0, so people started keeping track of time in the Common Era with the year 1.
If there are 100 years in a century, it stands to reason
that the year 101 was the beginning of the second
century. So, since the year 2001 is 2000 years after
the start of the Common Era, it is therefore the start
of the new millennium. The year 2000 will be the
99th year of the 20th century.
I agree that the Y2K bug still poses a problem
because of the way computers are programmed.
However, it should not be referred to as the millennium bug, but solely as Y2K-it involves the year 2000
and has NOTHING to do with the new millennium!
-Stephanie Kacoyanis, 14, Wenham, Massachusetts

How Can We Make a Difference?
How can we make a difference in our world by
using what (little) we have? Hunger, war, and other
misfortunes are all over the world. People who have
more than what they need can give something to the
poor. Everybody should be able to have what they
need. People must enjoy what life gives them and be
thankful for what they have.
-Ivana Rabar, 14, Pazin, Croatia
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Thank you so much for publishing Anna
Volchkova's letter, "Living with Chemobyl". It
brought tears to my eyes and broke my heart to read
about the pain the people of Belarus suffer. Anna's
letter made me wonder how our world could let a
nuclear accident like Chemobyl happen. How could
we ruin so many lives? How could we kill so many,
and make even more sick? How could we let so many
parents lose their children, and so many children lose
their parents? The answers to all these questions must
be somewhere-answers that might help stop this
from happening again. I only wish I knew how and
where to find them.
To Anna, I must say that I admire your bravery
and courage and your ability to still have faith after all
your family has been through. I hope that one day you
will hear your children laugh again, and that you will
be able to breathe clean air and eat clean food. I will
think of your son and pray for him, and maybe one
day he will be able to see the sun through crisp,
chemical-free air. I cannot tell you or advise you on
how to live in your polluted country. You and the
people of Belarus are some of the only inhabitants
of Earth who have had to live with such a terrible
disaster. We all live on the same planet, yet your
world is so far away from mine. This is clearly unfair.
My heart aches for your family and friends. I hope
there will be no more victims of Chemobyl. I hope
that your outcry of anguish will affect everyone in the
same way that it has affected me. And I wish, above
all else, that my wishing and my hoping could help
you, because then your family would be happy again.
-Sarah Eisenstein Stumbar, 14, Ithaca, New York

Editor's Note
We have heard from Anna again. She has founded the International Social Organization, "Lily," to
improve the health and spirits of Byelorussian children through short stays in nonpolluted countries.
During their visit, the children will receive medical
care and participate in cultural festivals and activities
(music, dance, and art competitions) and educational
programs (studying the host country's language).
For more information, write to Anna Vo1chkova at
"Lily," PO Box 286, Minsk, Belarus, 220141; email:
vo1chkov@belarusbank.minsk.by or draiv16@mail.ru
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Dear Readers: I came across a story which brought many thoughts to my mind.
There was a woman who missed opportunities to grow strong, courageous, and self-reliant.
As a child, she was always protected and sheltered, and never had to face challenges.
One day, her only child fell ill. No
-.
physician was able to help and within
a few weeks the child died in her arms.
She refused to let the child be buried.
Madly she ran to everyone, whether
she kneW them or not, ordering and
pleading, "Make my child come back to
life." Finally someone told her, "Only
the Buddha can do that; ask him."
The Buddha told her: "Bring me
a grain of rice from a house which has
seen no sorrow and your child will
return to life." She chose a wealthy
looking house and asked whether the
house had known sorrow. The resident
of the house burst into tears and
recounted the family's tragedies. On
went the woman from house to house,
hearing the sorrows of each. Weeks
passed before the woman returned to
the Buddha.
"I am ready to bury my child," she
Illustration by Judi Lamb, Eugene, OR
said. "I listened to the pains experienced in every single house. Finally, when there were no more
houses to visit, I understood your teaching: sorrow is a part of every life."
. ..".

Times of sorrow, pain, and tragedy are indeed part of everyone's life. Since we can anticipate
such times, wouldn't it be smart to do whatever is possible to prepare ourselves?
Challenging ourselves by venturing into the unknown is one ideal way to prepare for these
times of sorrow. We ca~ learn from a family move that the old way of living is not the only right
way but simply the accustomed way, and that the strange, new way of living can bring enriching
opportunities for personal growth. Similar benefits accrue from participating in camps, workshops, and travel programs.
Avoiding pain does not work. What does work is getting into the habit of facing challenges:
this leads to change, growth, and increased competency. In times of sorrow, support from friends
is irreplaceable. But the best friend I have found in these times is my intuition-having the
courage to follow the voice of my own inner truth.
Send your questions or coments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
Vol. 11 no. 5
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a foreign country. I'd like to go shopping in
London or flower-picking in the French countryside, and I think it would be great fun to explore
the pyramids and see the "Mona Lisa" in person.
There's only one problem with this. I've always
lived in Tennessee, and I've never been farther
away from home than a trip to Disney World..
But that doesn't mean I haven't experienced
other places and cultures! Instead of travelling
to other countries, I write letters.
I've opened my mailbox and visited Belgium,
Australia, Germany, France, Italy, Ireland,
Canada, Africa, the Caribbean, Alaska, Hawaii,
and most of the continental United States. How?
I've had penpals who have lived in or visited all
of these places and then some, and they've told
me about their part of the world. It's almost like
a mini-visit to a foreign country to open a letter
from a far-away friend.
The visit starts on the outside of the envelope.
Postage stamps have pictures of famous people,
important landmarks, and historic events. All of
them are unique to the country from which the
letter was mailed. The Queen of England is in
my stamp collection, right next door to a whooping crane from Haiti. Addresses have new words
in them: letters from France have "rue"
instead of "street" in the return address.
Canada has provinces instead of states.
Of course, there's lots of fun stuff inside
the envelope, too-a snapshot of a hillside in , .....
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Ireland, maybe, or a drawing of the farmstead
where an Australian friend lives. Several of my
penpals enjoy trading postcards with pictures of
local places on them. I have cards with French
cottages, Big Ben, and Canadian cityscapes.
Then there's the letter, full of interesting
descriptions of places that seem 'everyday' to my
penpals, but that I've never even heard of. Books
and TV shows can be different, and it's fun to
look in my favorite bookstores for titles that
friends halfway across the world have enjoyed.
It's always fun to find out how much I have
in common with people who live in a place very
different from my home. I enjoy watching birds,
and many of my penpals do, too. It's exciting to
look at pictures of birds native to Alaska, where
one of my penpals lives. There are a lot of shorebirds there, and we don't have many of those in
Tennessee. A penpal in Australia shares my love
of writing, and a friend from Canada is homeschooled just like I was during elementary and
secondary school.
I've been writing to penpals for six years now,
and I always look forward to the next letter I
receive. It's a lot of fun to read about the things
my long-distance friends do and see, and I really
enjoy writing back and telling them about my life
" and the place where I live. So until I can
_ get stamps in my passport, I'm going to
continue visiting new places in my own
way-by getting letters in my mailbox.
-Dori Griffin, 20, Hixon, Tennessee

Skipping Stones
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Extrafio los viej os dias

I miss the old days

Soy una persona afortunada. Tengo una bella familia
y una hermosa casa. Yo voy al mejor colegio y tengo
excelentes ami gas. Pero aunque soy afortunada, extrano
los viejos dfas.
Estaba en la casa de la abuela. Es una encantadora
finca en el campo. Cada manana me levantaba y corrfa
a ordenar las vacas y despues a recoger los huevos.
Algunas veces las gallinas me perseguian, pero yo tengo
practica, todo esta bien. Despues comfa mi desayuno
rapidamente y nadaba en ellago. Sinceramente, me
encanta ese lugar. En la tarde jugaba can los perros a
me acostaba en el suelo y miraba el cielo. Vefa la tarde
y los hermosos pajaros volando. Despues cenaba e iba
a dormir. Yo debfa descansar para la pr6xima manana,
un nuevo dfa.
Pero esos dfas se acabaron, desafortunadamente.
Espere todo un largo ana la Ilegada del verano. Ese
entonces cuando irfa a la casa de la abuela. Entonces
mi mama me dijo que ella estaba durmiendo en el cielo.
La extrano, los an imales, y la natu raleza. Esos fueron
buenos tiempos seguro que 10 fueron. -M.A.H. ~

Luna

jI

I am a very fortunate person. I have a beautiful
family and a beautiful home. I go to the best school
and I have excellent friends. But even though I am so
lucky I miss the old days.
I was at Grandma's home. It is a lovely farm in
the country. Every morning I used to wake up and
run to milk the cows. Then I'd go pick up the eggs.
Sometimes the chickens chased me, but I have practice, it's okay. Then I'd quickly eat breakfast and go
swim at the lake. I sincerely loved it there. In the
afternoon I'd play with the dogs, or lie on the floor
and watch the sky. I saw the afternoon and the beautiful birds flying. Then I'd eat dinner and go to bed. I
had to restfor the next morning, a new day.
But those days are over, unfortunately they are.
I waited all year long for summer to come. That is
when [' d go to Grandma's house. Then my mother
told me that she was sleeping in the sky. I miss her,
the animals, and nature. Those were good times,
-Maria Alejandra Herrera
surely they were.

Moon

~

#

Cuan languida y apacible esta la luna esta noche
can su eterno blanco pal ida.
~ \
Nunca padre cansarme de esta visi6n
que tiende sabre la tierra, su pesado manto luminoso.
Me siento aquf, entre mis amigos,
Y presto mis ojos a un extasis
que nunca desearfa que terminara.
Que ilumina nuestra visi6n para que podamos divisar,
Las amorosas alas sabre el profunda oceano azul.

How thin and peaceful the moon is tonight
with its everlasting ghostly white.
I could never get tired of this sight
for the Earth is all lit up with its heavenly light.
I sit here among my friends
and lend my eyes to a view
that I wish would never end.
It illuminates our vision so we can see
the lovely waves above the deep blue sea.

Madre Natura, nuestros corazones estan Ilenos de paz.
Quiero libertad, no s610 un haz.
Quiero que un dfa pueda ser libre,
Estando par siempre dentro de mf.
Nadie detendra mi forma de vivir,
Nadie traera sufrimiento alguno.

Mother Nature, our hearts are filled with peace.
I want freedom, not just a ray
I wish one day I might be free
staying forever inside ofme.
No one will stop my way oflife
no one will add any more strife.

La mas grande y gloriosa perla en el firmamenta,
Sera el testigo a los muchos recuerdos
que volaran atraves de mi vida antes de morir.
Espero que a 10 largo de mis anos
recordare que este es mi dfa.
Y cuando mis dfas lIeguen al final,
Recuerde la luz y felicidad que la luna me brind6.

The biggest and most glorious pearl in the sky
will be witness to the many memories
that willfly through my life before I die.
I hope that through the years I may
be always mindful that this is my day.
That when my days come to an end
I remember the light and joy the moon did send.

!

-Alexandra Arango. Marfa and Alexandra are both students at Colegio Bolfvar, Cali, Colombia, SA.
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Nelson Mandela
This is a
true story
about a brave
man named
Mandela, who
lived in South
~
Africa during
South African
, apartheid. If
you don't know
what apartheid
means, just
look at the
word: apartheid! The black
L....-..---..:....:.::.-----==:::::::...:.:.._=:.::;.;..;..--.,;",;,...
--' people had to be
apart from the whites. It was sort of like what was happening in the U.S. in the 1950s and '60s, except much worse.
Plus, you have to remember all this was happening in
South Africa-in the Africans' own homeland! Thanks to
the man you're going to read about, and to many other
courageous people, it is now a multiracial democracy
where the laws are fair and just.

, . . -1'.

Buti Mandela (Buti means "troublemaker" in the
Xohsa language) was born on 18 July 1918 in a little
village called Mvezo. Then his family moved to adifferent
village called Qunu. They had to move because his father,
who had been chief of the village, had been de-throned
by the white authorities.
Buti was a very bright child. At the age of 7, his parents put him in school. On his first day, his teacher, who
was white, gave each African student an English name.
She gave Buti the name of Nelson. Nelson wasn't crazy
about his new name, but he knew one thing: he liked
school. Every day before he left for school, his father
always reminded him to stand up for what he believed
was right.
Then one day, when Nelson was nine years old, his
father came home early. He was very ill. Shortly after
that, his father died. Nelson was adopted by the chief of
his tribe.
After Nelson finished all there was in his school, he
had to leave his home to find a more advanced school.
He went from school to school, every time needing more
of achallenge. Finally, he went to a missionary school
for African scholars from allover Africa. Although it was
a lot of work, he had fun, too: he learned to dance, was

8

on the track team, and was chosen to be on the school
council board. But he quit the council in a protest for
better food. The food was coming from garbage dumps!
Nelson stood up for his beliefs, and was expelled from
school.
Later, Chief Jongintaba (the person who took in
Nelson after he left his home) chose a wife for both
Nelson and his real son, Justice. Neither Nelson nor
Justice liked the wives that Jongintaba chose for them,
so they decided to run away to avery big city.
Nelson had already known about the attitude white
people had towards black people. But he was utterly
amazed and shocked to see how bad it really was in the
city. If you were black, you had to live in dumpy, small
shacks in reserved areas. If you left the reserve, you had
to carry a little book with you wherever you went. If you
were caught without it, you would be sent to prison. If
you were caught sitting in aWhites Only seat, you also
would be sent to prison.
Nelson couldn't stand to see people, God's people,
being treated the way they were being treated in South
Africa. Of course, the South African government did not
see black people as God's people, or any people, at all.
Soon, Nelson became astrong leader in the African
National Congress, ANC. He wanted the apartheid to END!
Under his leadership, ANC began the process of writing
a new constitution which would treat everyone equally.
In 1963, Nelson was charged for trying to overthrow
the South African government. But what he was really
doing was just standing up for what he believed to be
right. He wanted his people to have the right to vote!
Nelson stood firm, and he was sent to the prison.
He stayed firm in his beliefs and continued to work for
liberty and justice for the oppressed. He wasn't released
until 11 Feb. 1990, after having served over 10,000 days.
As soon as he was released, Mandela started to help
write a new constitution for South Africa. He became the
first president of the new government where all races
may vote-blacks, Asians, or whites! Nelson was the
first black president ever in South Africa!
Nelson Mandela has just retired from his presidential
term at the age of 81. GO NELSON!
-Carly Wheelehan, 12, Colfax, California.
Carly also edits a bi-monthly kids' zine, Nothing But
Kids. You can also read Nelson Mandela's autobiography, published by Little, Brown & Co.
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Rhythms of Ghana
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Ghana has about 18 million people and 46
languages; we study nine of the languages Daagagre, Wale, Dagbani, Kasem, Gonja, Akan,
Dangme, Ga and Ewe- in our school. My native
language is Twi.
Music is its own fonn of language. Music has
a message. It is used in churches to pray to God,
and in different places to express whether we are
joyous or sad. We can use the rise and fall of
sounds, pitch, and rhythm. The rhythm is movement and we express our music
through dancing and drumming.
In Ghana, there are many
types of drums. Smaller
drums are the dondo, kidi,
and apentema. Bigger types
of drums are the atumpan,
atsimemu. Drums can be used
to send
messages,
gather people together, call
a search party for a missing
person, warn of a brush fIre,
or to announce when someone has been made a chief.
-Matthew Kyeremeh, 15,
Sunyani, Ghana (Independence
day: 6 Mar. 1956). Illustrations
by Brett Forman, Eugene, Oregon
Vol. 11 no. 5

Justice

n the Babemba tribe of South Africa,
when a person acts irresponsibly or unjustly, s/he
is placed in the center of the village, alone and
unfettered. All work ceases, and every man,
woman and child in the village gathers in a large
circle around the accused individual.
Then each person in the tribe, regardless of
age, begins to talk out loud to the accused, one at
a time, about all the good things the person in the
center of the circle has done in his /her lifetime.
Every incident and experience that can be recalled
with any detail and accuracy is recounted.
All the positive attributes,good deeds,
strengths and kindnesses are recited carefully
and at length. No one is pennitted to fabricate,
exaggerate or be facetious about the accused
person's accomplishments or personality.
The tribal ceremony often lasts several days
and does not cease until everyone is drained of
every positive comment s/he·can muster about
the person in question.
At the end, the tribal circle is broken, a joyous
celebration takes place, and the person is symbolically and literally welcomed back into the tribe.

Shona Proverbs from Zimbabwe
• Mwana asingachemi anofIra mumbereko.
A child who does not cry dies in the sling cradle
(i.e., the squeaky wheel gets the grease).
• Kuchera mbeva hukomberana. Tasks are
accomplished if people unite in a common effort.
• Ukama ndihwo hukuru, kudya musvitsa.
Relationships are important; we depend on each
other for our food.
• Chirango ndechina mai, mugoti unopiwa
anyerere. Mother knows best; she gives goodies
to the quiet child.
• Mbeva zhinji hadzina mashe. Too many cooks
spoil the broth.
-Maxwell Mali, Uzumba High School, ,
Murewa, Zimbabwe. Maxwell writes, ((These
proverbs are widely used in Zimbabwe, and are
written in Shona, one of our major languages."
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My N arne is Life
When I was a little girl, I didn't know I
was Jewish. I had been born in France before the
Second World War. My mother had come to the
country from Poland. She met my father, who
was in the French army, in Paris. After they got
married, he went to war and was killed before I
was born. When the Nazis began invading countries in Europe, my mother gave me to a Catholic
family for safekeeping. They lived on a farm in
the country not far from Paris. I remained with
that family for several years, and grew up as a
Catholic.
After the war, my mother came for me. I did
not believe her when she told me who she was
and why I was living with this family. I was very
angry and confused, and didn't want to go with
her. But the woman whom I thought was my
mother explained it to me, asking my forgiveness
for keeping this secret. She thought it was safer
for me if I didn't know. I consented to go with
my mother, but I was angry with her and with the
woman whom I thought was my mother.
We went to Paris. My mother worked for an
organization that was feeding and sheltering the
people who survived the concentration camps.
In time, I understood why she and my adoptive
mother had kept me hidden, and I begged their
forgiveness. Both were very understanding.
I loved them both for their acceptance.
In Paris, I began Hebrew school, where I
· .
dIed
ale
1earned about our .re1IglOn ~ earn to spe
Hebrew. One Punm, I was pIcked to be Queen
Esther in a play. My mother made my costume.
_
She was proud of me, and I was proud to be a
Jew.
Life in Paris was hard. We were poor. But I
loved to watch artists at work in a park where we
lived. I tried painting, too, and did well at it. One
day, my mother told me she had written to her
brother who lived in New York City, asking him
if I could come to live with him and his wife. He
had answered that I should come. I did not want
to leave my mother, but she told me she was still
needed to help the people who had survived the
10

war. She
promised to
come as soon
as she could.
In the meantime, she told
me I would
get a better
education in
America than
I was getting
in Paris.
I reluctandy kissed
my mother goodbye and went to Italy to board
a ship that would bring me to the United States.
The trip across the ocean took twelve days. I was
seasick the whole time. My aunt and uncle met
the boat and took me to their home. They gave
me a letter my mother had sent to them to be
given to me on my arrival.
Dear Daughter,
When you were born, I gave you the Hebrew
name Chaia, which is the feminine form of the
Hebrew word Chai, meaning life. Times were dangerous then, but I felt with a name like that you'd
somehow sur~ive, and you have. You ~ived,thro~gh
the ~ar. You, lzved through the confuszng tz~es zn
Pans fOllowzng t?e w.ar. Now, you are startzng a
new life. I know zt wzll be good.
,
Please don t be angry or sad because I could
not come with you now. I will come when my
work is done here. I will love you always.
M
om
My mother died in Paris without ever coming
to this country. But I will always remember her
kindness and courage. I lived with my aunt and
uncle until I finished school, then married young
and had two children. Now, I have two grandchildren. When I tell them this story, I say the
reason I survived that long-ago ocean trip, even
though I felt as if I would die from seasickness,
was because my name is life.
-Diana Levine, Monticello, NY. Art by Brett Forman
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From Russia with Love...
Dear Friends,
Our teacher and the students of School No. 77 enjoy visiting
the historical places of our country. It was an old dream of ours
to visit cities of the Golden Ring. Recently, we made that trip
and saw remarkable architectural sights. The Kremlin, the
magnificent cathedrals of Suzdal, and the ancient churches
in Vladimir all make us proud of the generations of Russian
people who have managed to create such great masterpieces.
Before the trip, students studied different architectural
styles and became familiar with the examples in our own
town of Togliatti. We made notes about our impressions,
and took a lot of photos during the trip.
We welcome you to the wonderful Russian cities of the
Golden Ring. Do get acquainted with their amazing sights!
-Svetlana Merkulova, School No. 77, Togliatti, Russia

Expedition to the Past

A chapel in Kiev, Ukraine

People like secrets, riddles, and discoveries. In everyday life, most of us experience only a few of
them. But there are some professionals who make their living from solving riddles and making discoveries. One of these trades is archeology, which has helped in finding things like ancient manuscripts,
the treasures of Troy, and the truth about the Amazons.
Archeology is not all romance and discovery; it also includes
everyday hard work. Those who are not daunted by difficulties
will stay with the work forever. In our circle of students, there
were some who could not live without the summer expeditions.
We have a good time together because we are united not by age,
but by fascinating work and common interests.
This year, we visited the excavations of the settlement of
Samarskaya Luka, which is not far from the village Sevrukaevo,
situated on the Volga River. Many centuries have passed since
the first settlers came in the late Stone Age (6000 Be). We found
their tracks near the river, and many things made of stone, like
knives, scrapers, and drills. One person was rewarded by finding
an arrowhead made of silicon. Students paid no attention to the
scorching heat, their parched throats, and blistered hands.
We stayed there for three weeks, finding also a bronze knife
and a big collection of ceramics. Ancient people had come there
six times, but since there were no buildings, we realized they
hadn't stayed long. We also learned of their culture and habits.
After a hard day's work, children could make a fire, talk, play
the guitar, and sing songs. Many shared joy and sadness, and
found real friends. Their friendship goes on after the expedition.
A boy infields that were once a big town
-Historial and Tourist Club, School No. 77, Togliatti, Russia
Vol. 11 no. 5
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Brilliant Full Moon

~ he fall leaves crunched under Purnima's

sneakers. Her tight black curls bounced as she
marched past the Jones boys in their front yard.
"Hi, Purina Dog Chow," they teased from
atop the oak tree.
Purnima's ten-year-old's face turned hot and
her stomach rolled with anger. She gripped her
backpack straps. 'I don't want an Indian name,'
she screamed inside. She could hear "Purina Dog
Chow" as she walked briskly down the street
towards her house. She stared hard at her path to
fight back the tears.
When she got home, she threw open the door.
"I want a different name," she yelled.
There was dead silence. Three pairs of eyes
turned around and stared. One pair belonged to
her mother who was making carrot halva in the
kitchen. The other pairs belonged to her older
sister, Asha, and her friend, Jackie, who were
sipping almond kheer on the family room couch.
"Rotten day?" asked Asha.
Purnima dropped her backpack on the floor
and collapsed into the loveseat.
"I don't like my name," she said with a scowl.
"Everyone makes fun of it. I want a normal one."
"Like what?" asked Asha.
"Like Susan, Mary, or even Jackie," Purnima
said, pointing at Jackie.
"What's wrong with Purnima?" asked her
mother, who was listening to the conversation.
"Everything," answered Purnima. "Tom and
Teddy Jones call me Purina Dog Chow."
"Oh," said Asha with a frown. "I used to be
called Ashes, Ashes, we all fall down."
"That's because no one has heard of 'Asha' ,"
retorted Purnima. "They don't make fun of names
that they have heard before."
"Ohhh, yes they do," added Jackie, rolling her
big blue eyes. "I was called Jackie Quackie."
"They made fun of Jackie?" asked Purnima
in amazement, sitting up tall.
"Sure," said Jackie. "They also made fun of
Terry Fairy, Tommy Salami, and Janet Planet."
Purnima took a big breath. So, I'm not the
12

only one, she thought. Her body relaxed. She
folded her legs to her chest and hugged them.
Remembering the boys, Purnima pouted,
"I still don't like my name."
"There's a story behind your name," her
mother said, joining the girls in the family room.
"The evening after you were born," she
began, pulling her sari around her shoulder, "I
looked outside the window. The sky was littered
with a thousand stars. In the midst of them all,
stood out a brilliant full moon. That's when I
decided to name you Purnima.
"Purnima means brilliant full moon," she continued. "I wanted you to stand out as brilliantly as
the moon did that night."
Purnima's eyes widened. Brilliant full moon?
"That's neat," said Jackie, putting her glass
down on the coffee table.
That is neat, thought Purnima. "But that won't
stop the boys from teasing me," she said with a
big sigh.
"Nothing will," answered Asha. "Just ignore
it. They don't know anything about you anyway."
Ignore it? How? I get so mad, thought
Purnima. "I guess," she replied reluctantly and
pulled up her backpack. She headed down the
hall towards her room.
Purnima plopped herself down on her sea blue
bedspread. She stared ahead into the mirror and
propped up her head with her hands. Brilliant full
moon, she thought. She looked at the balloons
and colored ribbons tied to the back of her white
desk chair. Her friends, Karen, Shree, and Rita
had given them for her birthday two days ago.
My friends don't make fun of my name, she
thought.
She let her eyes wander around her room.
She stared at the school project taped to her
closet door. Each letter of her name had a
description of her. "P" for perky, "U" for unique,
"R" for rare, "N" for nice, "I" for imaginative,
"M" for magnetic, and "A" for attractive.
Then she found a spot to print a title:
Brilliant Full Moon. Her name fit her well.
-Vijayalakshmi Chary, Fremont, California
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Hungarian Name Days
Name - Language - Meaning
Anghard - Welsh - greatly loved one
Azize - Turkish - precious
Baingana - Ugandan - people are equal
Bayani - Filipino - hero
Bem - Nigerian - peace
Calum - Celtic - dove
Cari - Turkish -flowing like water
Elita - French - special one
Gavriel - Hebrew - God is my strength
Heidi - German - noble and kind
Hmwe - Burmese -fragrant
Jamilah - Arabic - beautiful
Jin - Chinese - gold
Kimimela - Sioux - butterfly
Lucia - Italian -light
Ludmila - Czech - love ofthe people
Min - Korean - cleverness
Nantal - Navajo - chief
Noelani - Hawaiian - heavenly mist
Penda - Swahili -love
Radka - Bulgarian -joy
Rithisak - Khmer - powerful
Rosalind - Spanish - pretty rose
Shideh - Persian - sun
Stavros - Greek - crowned with laurels
Svetlana - Russian - star, bright
Takara - Japanese - treasury, precious one
Tai - Vietnamese - talent
Tola - Polish -priceless
Tryne - Dutch - pure
Ziazan - Armenian - rainbow
Zsa Zsa - Hungarian - lily
-Vijayalakshmi Chary,from India, Fremont, CA

A party celebrating one's birthday is well
known in English-speaking.countries. In
Hungary, both the birthday and the name day are
celebrated. The name day is celebrated on the
day designated on the calendar for a particular
saint. Certain names have two or more name
days during the year.
In Hungary, children celebrate their birthdays
and one name day with a party. Friends and relatives give a small gift for the occasion. In nursery
schools, the children bring cakes, cookies, or
juice to share with the other children.
On a friend's name day, one may send a
card to them which might include the greeting
USzeretettel, Nevapodra" (with love, on your
name day). Women receive flowers, and men are
greeted with drinks.
Birthdays are celebrated in almost the same
way as name days, except that the birthday cake
has candles on it to indicate the number of years
one is celebrating. Presents might bear the greeting USzuletesnapodra, Szeretettel" (for your
birthday, with love). Some Hungarian equivalents
of names, with their name days:
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-Ruthann Szanati, Hungarian, Alpha, New Jersey
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Making Better Choices

W
hen I was afreshman in high school I started
hanging around with the wrong crowd and using alcohol
and drugs. As time progressed I started to drink and
smoke marijuana about three to four times a week. My
grades dropped from an A-B average to a D-F average.
Then it got even worse: I started defyi ng my mother.
At the age of fourteen, I began running away. I was
naive, and thought that my friends were more important
than my family. I made the wrong choice. My friends
always told me that they'd be there for me and would
help in any way possible, but none of them were there
for me when I needed them most. All they were there for
was my money, and as soon as I ran out of money, they
left. I went back home after two weeks and my mother
forgave me and took me back in. Later, I did the same
thing, but again my mother accepted me back home.
I almost failed my freshman year, but luckily I didn't.
Since my mother had given me so many chances I
decided to stay clean and go to school on adaily basis.
At the beginning I was doing well. Again I started to
make A's and B's, but during the second semester I
relapsed. Although I was back into drinking and smoking
marijuana, they didn't satisfy me anymore. I needed
something harder, so I started smoking batu (crystal
methamphetamine). After I began smoking batu, everything fell apart. I rarely went to school; my grades
dropped. I was never home and caused a lot of trouble
because I was paranoid and high.
During the middle of the second semester I enrolled
in adrug rehabilitation program at school, sponsored
by the YMCA. In this program, we talked about our
problems, our drug use over the weekend, and why
we used that drug. Then we tried to find other ways to
relieve stress and other ways of having fun withoutdrinking or using drugs. We met once aweek for four
months. It was very helpful and really made me see
things in a better perspective. It encouraged me to
become a positive person and I started over, but still
failed my sophomore year.
I transferred from Leilehua High to Campbell High.
My school counselor thought it was best for me to go to
an alternative school in Ewa called Hale 0 Ulu (or House
of Growth). I started there with eight credits. This term, I
have 14 credits, and I only need eight more to graduate.
14

Hale 0 Ulu is an alternative school where students
work at their own pace; there's no deadline for any
assignment The teachers here help me a lot. They take
time to explain things and are always there if I need
someone to tal k to.
Today'I'm aseventeen-year-old mother who is trying
to graduate and be a positive role model for my threemonth-old daughter. Since I got pregnant I have finally
stuck to my word about staying in school, staying off
drugs and alcohol, and not defying my mother. I've been
drug- and alcohol-free for fifteen months now.
I have made adifference in my life by making better
choices. I had to mature to see beyond alcohol and
drugs. Doing these things took me nowhere. It leads to
death or addiction, and could ruin your entire life. I'm
glad I've chosen the path away from self-destruction.
-Christina Panganoran, 17, Ewa Beach, Hawaii

-- - - - - - - - - !Vatllle Wisdom
In September 1996, Oren Lyons, the elected
leader of Onandoga Longhouse in upstate New
York, spoke to the annual meeting of the
Clearwater organization. He speaks all around
the world on behalf of indigenous people who
aren't represented even in the United Nations.
Lyons said he attended a World Economic
Conference in Switzerland, and met men who
were CEOs ofbillion-dollar corporations. "I
asked them," said Lyons, "if they knew that, at
the rate they were using up the world's resources,
they were headedfor a brick wall. They said to
me, 'Yes, Mr. Lyons, ofcourse we realize that,
but you should realize that our job is to make
as much money as we canfor our stockholders.
Ifwe don't do that, we're out ofa job.'
"I replied, 'Are any ofyou grandfathers?'
A number of them readily said yes. I then asked
them: 'When do you stop being a CEO and start
being a grandfather?' "
"They were silent."
-Pete Seeger, folk musician and author, Beacon,
NY. He is also a grandfather who has devoted his
life to make this world a better place for all children.
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War

America
I am an electric current
in the pool of American dreams
I was born and live on your landyours of peeling paper, aging ink and family name
Does that mean I should die for you?
Or watch as my husband comes back
with missing arms, legs, head?
Killing my own is a sin
but you have a strange tongue, rivaling government
and starving family
America said I could ship you to Jesus
I am not a person, but a woman
I am second class to any name, currency, or man
I harbor your children for nine months
so you can infect them with your Nationalism
What has she done for the green-eyed monster?
I should be in the kitchen baking cookies
and starving myself
America thinks I'd make a lovely Kate Moss
I am one of a million paper cut-outs
Tagged with a name, number, approximate value
I do not believe in Politics, the President,
or the Wall Street Journal
America thinks I'm a sinner
Does that make me an individualist?
-Andrea JerrUs, 8th grade, Rockford, Michigan.
Andrea writes, ((The sparkfor this poem was lit by the
poem also titled (America' by Allen Ginsberg."
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Why is there war?
Do people really know?
It's not written on your brow, "MAKE WAR!"
You don't have to be blind
Don't people have a mind?
What's the goal?
The last one who falls?
Are you proud with your gun, or
are you just having fun?
Aren't you ASHAMED that we
remember your name?
Have it put in a frame...
Is it that kind of game?
Watch people die.
You don't look. ..you just shoot
For no reason
Wish you could be in prison.
When you pass by
You make babies die
And their mothers cry.
Armies in the city
Become so risky
They lose so many
Do you get what I want to say
Or need I repeat it every day?
-Dorothy LePape, 13, is a French
citizen studying in Kaohsiung, Taiwan.
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~ hough he was only twelve years old,

Baatar knew that he would one day grow up to
be a leader. His father, Saihan, was one of the
bravest warriors and wisest leaders in the
Mongolian empire. In fact, he was a close friend
and advisor to the great Khan.
The knowledge of his father's power, however, proved to be dangerous for young Baatar.
Whenever he played with his friends, he would
treat them like they were his servants. He yelled
at them and ordered them to do silly things just to
prove how important he was. Actually, none of
his friends were really friends at all. Nobody
liked or respected him. They only played with
him because they had to.
His father was concerned about his son's
behavior. He knew he had to teach him what it
truly meant to be a leader.
"Baatar, my son," he said one day. "I understand that you eagerly await the day when you
will become a great leader. This day will come.
But first, I must demand that you travel west,
to a very distant land and find a treasure."
"Is it not something I can get here in
Mongolia? Perhaps we can send one of the
servants into the mountains to find it."
"No, you can only find it in a distant land."

16

"What is this thing, Father?"
"It's called a sponge."
"But I don't even know what a sponge is.
How will I know when I have found it?"
"You will know."
What kind ofa thing is this sponge? he wondered as he set out on his journey. He thought
that it must be something of immense value for
his father to have sent his own son to look for it.
Baatar travelled on foot for weeks, then
months. Of those he met, nobody knew what a
sponge was, and nobody knew who his father
was, either. Few people gave him food or shelter,
so he had to sleep under trees and eat whatever
he could find in the forest. After months of living
like this, he was so tired and desperate that he
gave up on the thought of ever finding his treasure and returning home. All he wanted was a
warm place to sleep and some food in his belly.
Eventually, he settled in a great city by the
sea, sleeping on the street, learning the strange
language of the people, and begging for food.
One day, Baatar saw a man dressed in rich,
colorful clothing. He could tell the man was a
prince or maybe even the Khan of this city.
The man's eyes fell on Baatar, and he approached
the boy. He held out his hand and motioned for
Baatar to take it and go with him. Baatar
had nothing to lose, so he went along.
They came to a great palace, and the
kind man (whom Baatar learned was a
king, and a kind ruler) left him in a
building with many people who were
hard at work. They cleaned, cooked and
mended. There he lived for a long time,
working for his food and bed.
One day, as Baatar scrubbed away
next to another servant, he stopped to rest
and looked down at his bucket. From out
of the water, he lifted the dripping thing
that he used every day to clean the floor.
"Antonio, what is this thing we use to
scrub the floors?" Baatar asked him.
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"It's a sponge, silly..
Every servant should
know that."
Baaurr'seyesopened
wide in amazement. This
was the treasure his father
had asked for.
"Antonio," he cried.
"I've found it. I'm going ,
home!"
Baaurr jumped up and
rushed to the door of the
king's chambers. He told
him the whole story about his country and his
father, about his dreadful
journey, and about the
treasure he'd been sent to
find. He asked the king
for permission to leave. The king not only
granted his permission, but also gave Baatar
several horses and food for his journey.
After many months of travel, Baaurr finally
went into his father's encampment and knelt at
his father's feet. His father, older and graying,
smiled at Baatar.
"My son, it has been a long time. I am happy
to see such a fine young man before me. Have
you found the treasure I asked of you?"
"Yes, Father," Baatar replied, and handed
him the sponge.
"Now, my dutiful young warrior, explain to
me why I sent you so far to find such a trifle."
"You sent me to find this thing so that I
would learn what it meant to be a servant. Only
through living as a servant would I know how
to lead wisely, to lead with compassion and
justice-like you, father."
At that, the father embraced his son and cried.
-John Klun, ofMinneapolis, taught English in a
rural town in Mongolia as a Peace Corps volunteer
for two years. Photo of a ger high in the mountains
in Tuv aimag, a district well-known for its beautiful
mountains and forests. The ger, still commonly used
by many Mongolians, has remained virtually
unchanged for centuries (photo by John Klun).
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A young nomad tends to the horses in the Hangai
mountains. The herdsmen live much the same as their
ancestors did. (photo by Laurel D'Agostino)

Can you
find your
way out
to the
new
Century
in 60
seconds?
Ready,
set, glow!
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Traversing the Gobi In the Gobi Desert, the population
averages less than one person per square mile. The
majority of people in Mongolia live in yurts. It is not
uncommon for as many as six family members to live in
one yurt. Typical Mongolian families move their yurts
four times a year in search of fertile grazing land. The
average Mongolian eats nearly a pound of meat per day.
To encourage population growth in the most sparsely
populated country in the world, the government awards
"National Hero" status to all mothers of ten or more children. However, the capital's unemployment rate is 40%.
Little Lama Young Tsend-Aiush sits meditatively in
his monastery room. A boy among men, he divides his
time between Buddhist study and play in the yard. As the
years pass Tsend's study will become increasingly rigorous, with instruction in the Tibetan language, Buddhist
scripture, and meditation. For now, the young lama's
concerns are not so serious. Smiling up at me, Tsend
asks, "Would you like to go outside and play some basketball? I'm short but have a good outside shot."
18
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Giddyup Five year-old Baatar is now learning to
ride on his small mount. Practice will allow him to
move on to bigger horses and be of service to his
family in the coming years. The family of five owns
a herd of over 500 sheep, several cattle, and some
goats. The satellite and solar panel in the background mark the family's material prosperity.
Spooning it Up January temperatures often dip to
minus 20° F. But in the warmth of spring, new life is
born. With this new life comes the milk of cows and
mares. A tasty product of this milk is yogurt, which
Bourma generously spoons into her bowl. Difficult
to preserve, the soupy yogurt is eaten immediately,
while longer-lasting products such as dried cheese
and milk curds are stored away.
Running for Life For three days every summer
the Mongolian steppe comes to life for the athletic
festival of Naadam. Competitions in wrestling,
horse-racing, and archery take place in every town,
village, and city.
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Poetry Page
poems by Talia Ann Bolnick, age 8, Los Angeles, California

There's a Woods

(a song)

There's a woods where I used to go
There's a woods where I used to play
There's a woods, there's a woods, there's a woods,
there's a woods
There's a woods where I used to go
There's a woods where I used to jump over streams
and fly into the sky
Things change
Things will never be the same
Guess what happened
To that w
where I used to play
Some man

chopped it down
Things change
Things ch
Way too oft

j feel as if I could fly
High up in the highest sky
Where all the mountains roam
Where all the eagles fly free
While my feet are still on the ground
I roam where the mountains roar
I swim where the ocean thunders
While my mind flies free
Where the birds fly

Summer's spring
winter's fall
in a snap
I made a doll
no one can hear
what goes on
between my ears

written at age 6

In My P aS~\Wllitii:!t!trjifY
In the dreaming partof me
I can see
all of;~
Ic seeme

past
I lookedJike

eand you
an seehat we'N; doing
our past
.onder.\ybatbrollght
such luck

written at age§.
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Reluctant Followers
The symbols were odd.
Pictures of a child
On a wall,
In a cave.
They were supposedly
Very old.
A relic of the past,
And of what happened.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

...............:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:

:::::::::::;::::

Tell Me Why

A child
Standing away from the others.
He had long hair,
A sun above his head.

Mothers crying in the street
children dying at their feet
Tell me why

Isolated
In all pictures.
Always followed by an angry mob.
The earliest outcast.

People starving everywhere
There is too much food, but none to spare
Tell me why
Can you see the shaft of sunlight?
Can you see it in my eyes?
I can feel the fIre that's burning
burning deep inside

"Who is that boy?"
I asked the expert.
He answered:
"That boy
is Change."

6

People sleeping in the streets
no roof above, no food to eat
Tell me why

-Jonathan Stein, 14, Cupertino, California

What is Life?

See the questions in their eyes
listen to their children's cries
Tell me why
Is there a god?
Is there a tomorrow?
Can he give a ray of hope?
So much pain, so much sorrow
Tell me, what does he see
when he looks at you,
when he looks at me?
You say there is nothing you can do
Is there one rule for them
and one for you?
Tell me, Why?
-Raymond Peden, 19, McLaren
Correctional Institution, Woodburn, Oregon
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What is strength?
Muscles and weights
or someone who can stand up for themselves?
What is happiness?
Smiles and laughter
or complete enjoyment that is hard to find?
What is sensitivity?
A group of sobbing women
or an emotion found in people with tender hearts?
What is honesty?
Telling the truth
or being faithful to the people for whom you care?
What is love?
Hearts and roses
or a deep feeling of comfort and admiration?
What is life?
Simply something you wake up to
or is it a gift, different every day?
-Heidi R. Duirsman, grade 7, Rockford, Michigan
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A Gift for Franz

;1tarta and her grandmother, Oma, live
in Munich, Germany. It is Advent, the time of
preparation before Christmas. Tonight, Oma is
taking Marta to the Christkindlmarkt, or Christ
Child Market, to do their Christmas shopping.
Marta is excited as she skips down the cobblestones next to Oma. Every year, Marta looks forward to going to the Christkindlmarkt with her
grandmother, but this time she can hardly wait to
get there. Inside the pockets of her warm quilted
coat, Marta can hear the tink tinkle of the
Deutschmarks she has been saving from her
allowance to buy her baby brother, Franz, a gift
for his first Christmas.
"Look, Oma. The Marienplatz is decorated
for the holidays!" Marta exclaims as they enter
the plaza in the heart of the city. Branches ofevergreen trees and twinkling white lights decorate the hundreds of little stalls filled with handcarved nutcrackers, wooden pyramid trees, tiny
sculpted angels, creches, pottery, glass ornaments, beautiful dolls, and handmade toys.
The market is crowded with people bundled
in heavy coats, scarves, hats, boots, and mittens.
They stop to peer into the stalls or to tap their feet
to the sounds of sthe street musicians playing
accordions and violins.
22

"Mmm." Marta sniffs the air thick with smells
of grilled wursts or sausages, roasted almonds
and chestnuts, mulled cider, and steaming coffee.
"Would Franz like a wurst for Christmas?"
Oma tea&es.
"Silly Oma, you know Franz is only a baby.
He still drinks his milk from a bottle and eats
squishy baby food. He can't eat a wurst yet,"
Marta laughs.
Passing the first few stalls, Marta's eyes
widen at the sight of all the candies and treats.
"Marta, I spy some favorites of yours," Oma
says, pointing to the marzipan angels made with
sweet almond paste, the spicy Lebkuchen,
German gingerbread, and Schneeballen, snowballs made of dough and sugar.
"Maybe I will buy a Schneeballen for Franz,"
Marta giggles. "And eat it for him."
Oma puts her arm around Marta. "A little
later, mein Liebchen, my sweetheart. Remember
that first we want to see S1. Nicholas."
Marta covers her mouth with her mitten. In
all the excitement, she almost forgot: today is 6
December, S1. Nicholas's feast day, and the first
celebration of the German holiday season. Later
tonight, S1. Nicholas will come to the homes of
good little girls and boys, bringing candy, nuts,
and fruits to place in their shoes. Marta must
remember to put out Franz's little woolen booty.
Maybe S1. Nicholas will bring him a sweet fruit
that can be mashed for his breakfast.
Marta and Oma cross the Marienplatz to the
Rathaus, the city's town hall. As they pass by,
Marta glances hurriedly into the booths. What
will she get Franz? A fierce nutcracker with a
red uniform, a puzzle made of shiny hand-carved
wood, or maybe a tiger or a bear with life-like
fur and glass eyes?
BONG. BONG. BONG. BONG. BONG.
The Glockenspiel, a musical clock high in the
tower, ticks off the hours. Marta and Oma stop
to watch. As the last hour is struck, medieval
knights sitting atop mechanical horses appear
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from the belly of the clock. They joust in front
of a king sitting on a gold throne, while around
them, lovely dancers twirl to the music of tinkling
bells.
Pretending to be one of the dancers, Marta
whirls around Oma as they wait under the balcony of the Rathaus for St. Nicholas. Next to
them, a ruddy-cheeked baby wrapped in a heavy
snowsuit, wool cap, and fuzzy blanket, sits in a
carriage. He coos to Marta, who waves back.
"Maybe next year, Franz will be old enough to
come to the Christkindlmarkt," Marta hopes.
Watching her frosty breath climb high into
the bright lights of the huge Tannenbaum, or
Christmas tree, Marta cries, "Oma, look! I see
him!" S1. Nicholas's pointed bishop hat appears
on the balcony above.
"Guten Abend." He calls "good evening" to
the crowd. His snowy white beard rests gently
on his flowing red robes.
"St. Nicholas, St. Nicholas," the young children chant. He lifts his staff in greeting. Behind
him French horns begin to toot and carolers sing
"0 Tannenbaum," an old German folk song.
"0 Tannenbaum, 0 Tannenbaum! Wie schon
sind Deine Blatter!" "Oh Christmas tree, oh
Christmas tree! How beautiful are your leaves!"
The carolers' voices are sweet and clear in the
cold night air. Oma hums along.
After St. Nicholas leaves to prepare for his
journey, Marta grabs her grandmother's hand
and pulls her towards the stalls. "Please, Oma.
It is time to find the gift for Franz."
As Marta darts through the stalls, Oma claps
her hands at a green and red toy train circling
sugary peaks. "Look, Marta," she calls. "They
look just like the Alps, the large snow-covered
mountains outside the city."
Marta nods impatiently. It is a beautiful scene,
but it is not the right gift for her brother. "Come,
Oma," she says, moving towards the next stall.
"Marta, you are so busy looking for Franz!
Have you had a chance to think about what you
would like the Christkind, the Christ child, to
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bring you on Christmas morning?" Oma asks.
Marta sighs. "I can't decide. There are so
many beautiful toys here that I can't even pick
one to give Franz."
Oma smiles knowingly. She has been coming
to the Christmas Market since she was a child.
At one stall, Oma selects heavy brown mugs
painted with flowers for Marta's mother and
father that say "Walter" and "Annika." She also
buys a stollen, a sweet bread filled with raisins
and nuts, to serve with Christmas breakfast.
In a nearby stall, Marta watches a man make
a jolly-faced clown marionette wearing purple
pants and a yellow polka dot dress jump and
giggle. The children in the crowd cheer. A baby
reaches out his arms to touch it.
Marta jumps up and down. "Oma! I have
found my present for Franz!" She points to the
marionette.
The man helps Marta pull the marionette's
strings. The puppet clicks his big feet, then
dances a jig and blows Oma a kiss. Oma laughs
out loud. "You're right, Franz will love it."
Afterwards, Marta and Oma eat grilled
bratwurst sausages on hard rolls and drink mugs
of Kinderwein, a warm, sweet cider. Oma
promises Marta a Schneeballen for the trip home.
With their purchases safely tucked under their
arms, Marta and Oma leave the bright lights and
cheerful sounds of the Christmas Market behind
them.
"Frohliche Weihnachten." "Merry Christmas,"
people call as they pass. "Prost Neujahr,"
"Happy New Year," Oma and Marta answer.
Holding the colorfully wrapped package
containing the marionette in one hand, Marta
clasps Oma's gloved hand with her other. She
pictures the delight on Franz's face when she
gives him the marionette, and smiles. Her cheeks
tingle in the cold night air, but Marta feels toasty
inside, knowing she will share the spirit of the
Christkindlmarkt with Franz on his first
Christmas morning.
-Joanne Lukens, Alexandria, Virginia.
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Light on the Darkest Day

!J t is dark and cold on
the morning of December
13. But this entire Swedish
town lines up along the
main street, bundled in
warm winter coats, wool
scarves, and hats. They
have come here before
dawn every year, for as
long as they can remember.
Before the procession
can be seen, they hear the
beautiful songs. Then, they
see a light twinkling in the
dark morning, shining
from the crown of a young
woman who has been
chosen to represent Saint
Lucia this year.
This young woman or
girl is dressed in a simple
white gown, with a red
sash tied around her waist. She wears a crown of
seven candles on her head, nestled into the green
leaves and branches of a lingonberry bush.
(Lingonberries are common in Sweden and are
eaten as a sauce on many different foods).
Lucia attendants follow Saint Lucia. These
girls or young women wear simple white dresses, and carry a single candle in their hands.
Then come the Star boys, also dressed in
white. They carry sticks with stars attached to
the tips, and wear cone-shaped hats.
The procession moves slowly through the
dark streets, with the beautiful songs about
Saint Lucia echoing throughout the town.
These are special songs just for this day. The
candlelight is a symbol of the compassion and
hope that Saint Lucia gave to the people of
Sweden. Legend tells that Saint Lucia brought
the people food and light during a winter
famine long ago. Processions like this take
place in towns and cities allover Sweden.
In many Swedish homes, St. Lucia celebra24

tions begin even before
leaving home to watch the
parade. Children wake up
before their parents and put
on white clothes and pretend candle-crowns. While
singing the special Lucia
songs, they deliver a tray
of coffee and Lucia buns to
their parents in bed. Lucia
buns can be made in many
different curved shapes,
but they all have a brilliant
yellow color which comes
from adding saffron to the
dough.
During the winter, some
parts of Sweden have sunlight for only a few hours
a day. The celebration of
Saint Lucia brings light into
the homes and hearts of
everyone during the
darkest days of the year.
-Kara Navolio,
Walnut Creek, California
.
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Impressions of Love
I remember her rosy cheeks and curly hair well.
I remember her laugh: that kind, funny laugh. And
her smile- oh, she had a pretty smile. It was bright,
cheery, forever. It meant so much to me. One smile
and I knew everything was going to be okay. I
remember our last time together, the last visit with
my lifelong friend. I walked toward her outstretched
hands. She begged for one last hug, which only time
could break. And I remember the tears. I remember
looking straight into her hazel eyes filled with pain.
But most of all, I remember the last words I heard
from her lips: "Goodbye. I'll always love you."
And I remember the crowd of mourning friends
gathered around her cold, hard headstone. Just to its
left stood an ivory cement angel. Engraved on its
pedestal were the words "We will always remember
you and your special, unwavering kindness and
sensitivity to others."
I remember her now and then when I see a
zinnia or a butterfly. I dream of her when I feel
down or alone. I constantly listen for her soft
voice to remind me to do what is right.
The next time I meet her will be in heaven,
but the lessons she has taught me will last the rest
of my life. My dreams since then have broadened,
and my hopes have grown. I know I can achieve
my goals with the faith she has given me. She has
shown me how to find truth in this world, and
within myself. But the greatest thing that I have
to thank her for is that she taught me how to love.
-Marie Tenny, 14, Ulysses, Kansas

The Gift
My child, I want to give you something
for we're wandering in the stream of the world
Our lives will be bearing apart
and love forgotten
But I am not senseless as to hope
I could buy your heart with my gifts
Your life is young, your path long
You drink the love we bring you
and run away from us
What harm is there if you have no time
or thought for us?
We, indeed, have leisure enough in old age
to count the days that are past
to cherish in our hearts what our
hands have lost forever
The river runs swift
breaking through all barriers
But the mountain stays and remembers
and follows her with his love
-Taroon Amin, Congers, New York

Musicians in the Caribbean. Photo: Erin Leffler
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eookie Bakin~ With Cj'landpa
j

am writing this story for my grandpa. I think it's
"Don't you like them?" he asked.
quite odd to write beautiful stories for someone no
My grandma heard all the commotion and came in.
longer living, because they will never hear the wonderful
words you wrote for them. That is why I am writing this
"Whafs the matter, my duckling?" she asked me.
for my grandpa while he is still very much alive in spirit
"Grandpa bought almond chocolates to use
and body. I wanted him to know how much I care, and
in the cookies. Isn't there some kind of law against that?"
this is my best memory of us.
I asked.
As I looked through acupboard of fat:.free pretzels,
"You know what? I may just have a bag of plain ones
cereal, and tomato sauce, I wondered where all the good
around here somewhere. I like to keep them for when you
stuff was hidden. I heard Grandpa's rolling voice come
guys come over. Let me go look." In afew minutes she
from the other side of the room.
was back with a bag.
"The ingredients for the cookies are in the laundry
"Grandma, you're a hero!" I exclaimed.
room," he said.
"You're OK too, Grandpa," Steve said jokingly.
"Thanks," I shouted back. But before I could break
So my grandpa decided to put us on candy unwrapinto the stash of chocolate drops, which we use in our
ping duty. Bad idea! We started with the plain ones. For
special cookies, the doorbell rang. It was my cousin
every two chocolates we ate, we put one in the bowl to
Steve. He and I are the oldest of the grandchildren. I am
use for the cookies. By the time we had unwrapped the
only six months older than he is; we're very close, and
whole bag, there was only one left. Steve and I thought it
not just in age. It was Christmas of 1995. I was 10 years
looked rather suspicious just to have one, so we decided
old, and Steve's birthday was only afew days away.
that it had to be eaten. Then from out of nowhere shot
Cookie baking with Grandpa Rabaut is afamily
Grandpa's hand, taking the last chocolate! We had both
tradition. Each Christmas afternoon we all go to our
been had.
grandparents' house for dinner. Then we head for the
Then we had to unwrap the tainted almond chocoManabonic Lodge in Gaylord, Michigan. The whole
lates. But it was so boring, we made it into a game. We
Rabaut family has been going there every Christmas
had to unwrap a chocolate then chuck it across the room
since my mom and dad started dating! Generations of
and try to make it into the now empty bowl. After one
the Rabaut family come. Someone has brought the cookbag there were only about five in the bowl, and twenty
ies to the lodge every year since the beginning, and now
on the counter around the bowl. By this time we were
Grandpa shares that tradition with us. We make peanut
laughing so hard the chocolates rarely even made it
butter cookies with achocolate chip pressed into the
halfway across the room. My grandpa had given up on
center, a recipe that came from my great-grandmother.
trying to make us work. When he left the room to get
We bake six tins every year, and still run out! Now back
more sugar, Steve unwrapped the last one. He backed
to my story.
up and hurled it at the bowl. We watched it just miss
I whispered to Steve, "Chocolate chips are in
and drop into my grandpa's full coffee mug.
the laundry r o o m . " r
~"'''''
The coffee sloshed out onto the counter.
"Let's get going then," he replied. We found ~\ ~/
Now all attempts at acting sane had
bags of sugar and oil, but kept looking. Then ~~ - ""
flown out the window. By the time my
we spotted a bag hidden in the corner-there ,i; '----_
grandpa came back, we were both on the
they were. As we opened the bag, we realized II~
~ :/
ground laughing. He asked, "How did my
to our horror that Grandpa had bought only
:.~
I~
coffee get spilled?" Steve and I looked at
almond chocolates. We ran into the kitchen.:
IIfJ
each other and burst out laughing again.
"You bought almond chocolates!" we
~\~
Grandpa didn't get ,how that could possibly
practically screamed at the same time.
:-...
~be so funny. He Just chuckled, shook his
~ head, and walked back into the kitchen.
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Afew minutes later, when we had finally stopped
laughing, we were assigned to rolling balls of dough.
Now Grandpa started to laugh. I looked at him and asked,
"Grandpa, what is so funny? Nobody said anything."
"Oh, I think I finally understand why you two were
laughing so hard," he replied. We looked at his coffee
cup: an almond was floating on the top.
It has been four years since then. There are four
more grandchildren baking with us, and we have even
branched out into other kinds of cookies. But even now,
when Steve and I start unwrapping chocolates, we can't
help but laugh.
-Amanda Burns, grade 8, Rockford, Michigan

~ea~ eh~lsthtaS J-le~o:
Words could not express our thanks for the
action you took one December evening at Ross
Park Mall, when you saved a little girl from
being seriously injured.
Think back now... it was almost ten years
ago, during the week before Christmas. Santa
was everywhere, and carols played in the background while everyone rushed to finish their
shopping. The mall crowd was in a hurry and
getting grumpy. I was shopping with my mother
and baby sister-I was just two years old then.
My mother was beginning to get stressed, and
had a terrible headache.
My mom carried the stroller, and as we were
on our way downstairs, I fell and started to slide
down the escalator. My mom tried to grab me,
but she was too late. Suddenly, you jumped right
over her and grabbed me into the safety of your
arms, right as my fingers slid past the last step.
Within a second, you handed me to my mother
who was in tears. She squeezed me so hard, I
thought she'd never let me go. We turned to
thank you, but you were gone.
My mother took me to the hospital to make
sure I was all right. I had only minor scrapes and
bruises. The doctor said I was lucky; I might
have lost my fingers or worse.
Whoever you are, and wherever you are,
I thank you with all my heart. Without you, a
caring stranger, I would not be able to enjoy
the things I do today.
-Cassie Summerill, grade 7, Gibsonia, Pennsylvania
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La N ochebuena

long time ago, in a small remote Mexican
village, lived a young peasant boy who made his
living by herding sheep and planting crops. He
was a hard worker and _
had a very big heart.
His one-room home I,~1
was in the center of a
I'
small village, a short
tl.....""""'.:..?I\l
distance away from
~
the church. At this
time, the entire
village was excited_ ---","-"'--111\
about Christmas. It ;;- - ~...z=-_~_u
was a tradition that on
Christmas Eve, villagers would present a gift to
Jesus at the altar in honor of his birth.
On the morning of Christmas Eve, the young
peasant boy had many chores. As he was herding
sheep with his father and friends, he noticed all
the other villagers arriving at the church with
neatly wrapped gifts of different shapes and sizes.
The boy regretted not getting a present, but he
was too poor. All he could find were simple
wildflowers in the corner of the field. He picked
them very gently and went to the church.
As he entered, the pews were filled with
people. Everyone got up, one by one, to place
presents on the altar. When it was his turn to go,
the boy was not embarrassed. He went to the altar
and put the flowers next to all the marvelous
gifts. People looked at him as if he had done
some horrible deed, but he fixed his gaze on the
beautiful wooden cross. Behind him, he heard
people starting to gasp. As he turned, he couldn't
believe what he saw: the wildflowers had grown
into a blooming red nochebuena (poinsettia)! The
boy smiled and looked up at the wooden crucifix.
What he saw was a radiant beam of light coming
from the cross, setting its warmth upon him.
Ever since then, on Christmas Eve, poinsettias
bloom everywhere in the fields of the same
Mexican village.
-Daniel Villa, Mexican-American, Laredo, Texas.
Nochebuena also means Christmas Eve in Spanish.
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North East West South • News Makers • Taking Action
1999 Right Livelihood Awards
Founded in 1980, the Right Livelihood
Awards, often referred to as Alternative Nobel
Prizes, were introduced "to honour and support
those offering practical and exemplary answers to
the most urgent challenges facing us today." This
year, individuals and organizations from Spain,
Cuba, Colombia, and Germany are being honored
for work at the cutting edge of efforts towards a
sustainable and humane future. The award of
1.8 million Swedish kronas will be shared by:
• Dr. Juan Garces, a Spanish lawyer, whose
long-standing efforts ended the impunity of the
former Chilean dictator General Pinochet. Dr.
Garces's pioneering work in preparing the legal
case for the arrest of Pinochet (in London, UK)
in October 1998 has created the real prospect that
there will be no hiding place for anyone who
commits crimes against humanity.
• Grupo de Agricultura Organica (GAO) in
Cuba has helped their country overcome one of
the most serious food crises in its history, and has
shown that organic agriculture is a key to both
environmental sustainability and food security.
GAO's grassroots organization and agricultural
expertise has brought organic agriculture to the
heart of the Cuban food system.
• Programme for the Consolidation of the
Amazon Region (COAMA) in Colombia, South
America, provides one of the finest example of
the contribution made by indigenous peoples to a
sustainable future. COAMA shows how indigenous people can improve their livelihood while
sustaining their culture and conserving the rainforests in which they live, in contrast to the social
and environmental destruction that has accompanied conventional development strategies.
The 1999 Honorary Award will go to
Dr. Herman Scheer, founder of Eurosolar and
member of the German Parliament. Dr. Scheer
has worked hard for the promotion of solar
energy worldwide despite the political and
institutional obstacles often put in place by
nuclear and fossil fuel interests.
28

A Wish for WASH
Citizens allover the world are sending letters
to their heads of state and requesting them to
create a World Atomic Safety Holiday (WASH)
in time for the New Year's weekend so as to
reduce the risks of nuclear accidents as the date
rolls over to the year 2000.
A recent U.S. State Department study of 161
countries found 80 to be at medium-to-high risk
of Y2K-related disruptions in their interdependent telecommunications, energy and
transportation sectors. The study concludes, "It
would be prudent to recognize that Y2K-related
failures are inevitable, both here and abroad."
Because no one knows what 1 January 2000
will bring, it is imperative that the 433 nuclear
reactors worldwide be prepared for expected
power outages, and computer and embedded
system problems. To prevent potentially grave
cascading Chernobyl-like crises, the WASH
Campaign asks for:
• a "World Atomic Safety Holiday" by putting
all nuclear reactors to standby status in time for
the Y2K weekend. Each facility needs at least a
one month supply of emergency back-up fuel;
• a voluntary country-wide load reduction
to compensate for anticipated power outages;
• de-alerting and de-coupling of all Nuclear
Weapons Systems by 1 Dec. 1999 to prevent
missile launch on warning based on false data
from early warning system errors and/or undetectable nuclear command and control tampering.
These prudent measures and investment are
simply insurance against damages due to nuclear
consequences stemming directly or indirectly
from Y2K problems. With only weeks remaining
until 1 January, it is clear that all nuclear nations
must collaborate to ensure a safe transition to the
next millennium. On behalf of all the world's
people and all life, the WASH campaign urges
you to write, call, fax or e-mail your government
leaders with your concerns.
In the US, call Mr. John Koskinen, Chair,
President's Council on Y2K at (202) 456-7171; or
the US Senate Y2K Committee at (202) 224-5224.
Also, write to WASH c/o yurnik:@awa.or.jp
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A silent war is affecting the Iraqi people through
the U.N. and U.S. imposed economic sanctions after
the Gulf War. For a decade, the U.S. has accused the
government of Iraq of human rights violations while
subjecting the people of Iraq to the most austere
sanctions ever placed on a nation. Over a million
and a half civilians have died as a result. Six
thousand children five years or younger die every
month. Will the elephant continue to accuse the ant?
Nine students and their teachers from the
Bruderhof schools in the U.S. and England visited
Iraq for twelve days in February to see the situation
first-hand, and to express solidarity with the Iraqi
people. The delegation helped .clean the cancer
wards in a children's hospital in Baghdad, the capital. They talked with the patients and their families.
"We need medicine. We need the sanctions to end.
I've already lost three children, and my fourth is
dying," said a father. Wrote Bruderhof teacher
Debra Swinger, "It was a painful experience to see
all the unnecessary suffering inflicted on the children and their parents. People of all nations should
be informed. An immediate action is needed." The
delegation has put together a booklet called Tears
of the Heart (available from Plough Publishing,
PA; tel.: 800-521-8011). Below are a few excerpts:

"Convey our faces to lift the sanctions and to get
food and medicine, because disease is very great.
Please use our faces to help lift the sanctions."
--a mother
You think of the sorrow of all souls
who have not love and are not well
today, tomorrow
and you think of a place where children are dying

100,200,300,400
half a million children already dead
for no good reason, no
for no good reason you can think of
though you are told over and over again
their deaths don't matter
they have been sacrificed
in the name of global order
in the name of keeping the peace
in the name of deposing a tyrant
whose end would be worth the price

"Is there anything in the U.N. Charter saying a baby should not
have milk? Is there anything in the U.N. Charter saying a baby
should not have medical care?"
-Former Ambassador ofIraq to France
Vol. 11 no. 5
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of all these little souls
gone up in smoke
in the arms of helpless mothers
each one a Mary
each child a Christ
Lamb of God
sacrificed
-George Capaccio, delegation member
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Cuba abre sus puertas: Cuba opens its doors
Twenty-six high school students from Oregon
are gearing up to do the once-unthinkable-parting the political curtain that for almost 40 years
has hung between the US and Cuba. On 17 Jan.
2000, they will fly to Havana, Cuba, where they
will debate in Spanish with Cuban students.
Earlier this summer, high school teacher
Tredway, the trip organizer, traveled to Cuba and
met with the Young Communist League to set up
the open debate and its format.
The students will debate in a Congress-like
format, where a bill or resolution is presented by
a student and then debated back and forth. The
Oregon students have already prepared a video
demonstrating the format and sent it to Cuba.
The students are studying past relations
between the U.S. and Cuba and other issues
involving the two cultures, such as sports, boat
people, and drug trafficking. The students hope to
get some dialogue on these and other issues and
also improve relations with the younger generation of Cubans. "It will be a real eye-opener,"
says a teacher who'll accompany the group.
(excerptedfrom Eugene Weekly, 7 Oct. 1999)

The 1999 Nobel Peace Prize will be awarded
to Medecins sans Frontieres (Doctors without
Borders) for their relentless humanitarian work
to reduce human suffering around the globe.
30

The Chinese National Day: 1 October 1999
"Today is our National Day. We are having a
grand celebration which will last until the next
morning. Beijing is beautiful, especially in fall.
For the 50th anniversary celebration of the founding of the People's Republic of China, Beijing
has been 'carefully decorated with lots of flowers
and holiday lights. There are not many people
here, because the government has not allowed
Chinese tourists to come to Beijing until the
celebration activities finish next month.
"I wish you were here to share the festival joy
with us. It rained last night. Everything appeared
fresh and clean in that silent night, and the city
looked a lot like Washington, DC. I walked along
the downtown streets at midnight and enjoyed the
holiday atmosphere. After my work, I will watch
the celebration ceremony on TV this evening."
-Sophia Wang, Beijing, People's Republic of China

ROW: Keep your River of Words flowing!
Explore the natural world and your own imagination and enter your creative works of art and
poems on the theme of watersheds for the Fifth
Annual ROW Contest by
Feb 15,2000. Skipping
Stones is one of the newest
sponsors of this creative
nature awareness activity.
A watershed is an area
of land that catches rain
and snow, which drains into
a marsh, stream, river, or lake. Everyone lives in
a watershed. Watersheds come in all shapes and
sizes. They include cities, farms, forests and
deserts as well as a variety of terrain and habitat.
If you are under 19, and not a college student,
you are eligible to enter as many poems as you
wish. Class and group submissions are also welcome. Send to River of Words, PO Box 4000-J,
Berkeley, CA 94704 USA; e-mail: row@irn.org.
For details, check the webpage: www.irn.org.
South African author J. M. Coetzee will
receive the 1999 Booker Prize for his latest
novel, "Disgrace." This is the second time that he
has been honored with this international award!
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What's On Your Mind?
This is aforumfor expressing views on critical matters in your lives. We know that you have
unique andfresh perspectives. We offer this page for your active participation and invite you to
share your opinions with others on an issue. Send your art and/or writing under 250 words.
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Breaking Through
My rebirth is beginning
I can feel myself cramped
in my comfortable space
My breath is hot and fast
I know the time is nearing
for me to push and break away
I am safe here
the walls are solid and strong
I fit in, a piece of the intricate puzzle
I will start over
when it is my time to be free

The Wonders of "How?"

I will be my own best friend
parent, teacher, conscience
I see light coming through a small space
it pierces through the thick door
a ray of color and movement
A carnival of life

Who made the wind blow over the land?
Who made the ocean meet with the sand?
Who made the birds and their wings and beaks?
Who made the raindrops tickle our cheeks?
Was it done by the Lord up in heaven so high?
Did He make the clouds in the clear blue sky?
Or was it the people on earth down below
that wished for the wind and rain and snow?

I crouch down
and peer into the light, and I see it
Looming in the horizon
it is shiny and new
I want to touch it, to feel its warmth
Just beyond the glitter
there is a darker, quiet side, the unknown
I am not ready now, but
when it is time
I will break through
and seize it
-Sara Gillham, 18, W Des Moines, Iowa
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Who made the mountains all purple and white
and why do they have their incredible height?
Who made the gentle and beautiful trees
that sway to their roots in the warm summer breeze?
Forget all the man-made wonders of now
and look to the earth for the wonders of "how?"
Forget all our powers and disregard all our smarts
For the answers are found in no place but our hearts
-Megan Maria Powell, 13, Bricktown, New Jersey
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Aneesa Lee and the Weaver's Gift by Nikki
Grimes, illustr. Ashley Bryan (Lothrop, Lee, and
,Shepard). Thirteen poems and vibrant drawings
combine to tell the story of Aneesa Lee, a girl
who loves weaving more than anything else.
Ages 7-10.
The Bonsai Bear by Bernard Libster, illustr.
Aries Cheung (Illumination Arts). This story is
about a Japanese couple and the bear who
becomes their pet. Issa, the husband, uses his
skills in bonsai to keep the bear from growing too
big for his house; Kyomi, the wife, wants to set
their pet free. Lush watercolors accompany this
cautionary but moving tale of what happens when
we try to change others. Ages 7-10.
Dear Kalman: Smart, Peculiar, and Outrageous
Advice for Life from Famous People to a Kid
compiled by Kalman Gabriel (Quill / Morrow).
Kalman, an inquisitive teenager, asked entertainers, politicians, authors, athletes, scientists, and
even Nobel laureates to give their advice for life.
This is an impressive collection of their photographic and written responses. Ages 10-17.
The Day Gogo Went to Vote by Elinor Batezat
Sisulu, illustr. Sharon Wilson (Little, Brown).
Beautiful pastel illustrations accompany this
moving story of a girl and her grandmother, who
share the experience of South Africa's first ever
open multiracial elections. Ages 6-10.
The Emerald Lizard: Fifteen Latin American
Tales to Tell by Pleasant DeSpain (August House)
A bilingual collection of traditional folktales and
legends from various Latin American countries
by a well-known storyteller. This gracefully
illustrated book, translated by Colombian author
Mario Lamo-Jimenez, illuminates the complexity
of Latin American culture. Ages 8 and up.
The Family Treasury of Jewish Holidays by
Melka Drucker, illustr. Nancy Patz (Little,
Brown). A terrific resource for parents and kids.
Packed with stories, songs, poems, crafts, and
other information about the major holidays of
the Jewish year-from Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur to Shabbat, the day of rest. Ages 8-17.
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Honest Pretzels and 64 Other Amazing Recipes
for Cooks Ages 8 and Up by Mollie Katzen
(Tricycle Press). Yummy vegetarian recipes for
kids that require little to no adult supervision.
Clear instructions and fun illustrations make this
cookbook .inviting and easy to use. Tested and
given a thumbs up by one of our interns.
If You Loved Me by Marilyn Reynolds (Morning
Glory Press). Lauren struggles with her identity
and the sexual issues raised in high school circles.
Reynolds deserves credit not only for developing
a heroine who breaks the mold of the stereotypical high school girl, but also for addressing sensitive and prevalent topics in such a sympathetic
and honest manner. Ages 14-17.

The Kid's Guide to Social Action by Barbara
Lewis (Free Spirit Publishing). Another great
resource for kids and parents or teachers. Assures
kids that they can make a difference-and then
shows them, step by step, how to do it. Provides
inspirational stories and tons of helpful information to get kids started. Ages 10-17.
They Saw the Future:Oracles, Psychics,
Scientists, Great Thinkers, and Pretty Good
Guessers by Kathleen Krull, illustr. Kyrsten
Brooker (Atheneum Books). Krull describes
twelve people (like Jules Verne and Hildegard of
Bingen) and groups of people (like the Oracle at
Delphi and the Maya) who predicted the future.
Very interesting and well written! Ages 10-17.
Shower Of Gold: Girls and Women in the Stories
ofIndia by Uma Krishnaswami (Linnet Books).
Eighteen beautiful stories reflect the women of
India and their determination and strength. These
stories, taken from Hindu and Buddhist mythologies, as well as folklore, teach us about Indian
culture and the struggles of women. Ages 10-17.
My Favorite Tree: Terrific Trees ofNorth
America by Diane Iverson (Dawn Publications)
A charmingly illustrated atlas of North American
trees from ash to yew. Very informative and interesting, with a description of the traits, inhabitants
and uses of each tree. Geared towards ages 4-12,
but enjoyable for all.
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Belarus
Julia Narushevich, girl, 17
Drozda St. 6, Apt. 66
Minsk 220035 Belarus
Int music, reading
Ina Slepneva, girl, 17
5-54 Beda Str.
Minsk 220040 Belarus
Int: sports, travel, writing

Croatia
Andrea Zorica, girl, 11
Stankovacka 4
22000 Sibenik, Croatia
Int: writing letters, sports

Macedonia
Jovan Petrezanov, 15
47 Braca Hadzi-Tefovi str
91430 Kavadarci Macedonia
Int: tennis, basketball, music

Ghana

Xenia Perelypina, girl, 15
Karl Libkneht str., 33, apt. 16
Murmansk, Russia 183038
e-mail: xjusha@chat.ru
Int: friends, tennis, music

Kobby Adu Henry, boy, 13
P.O. Box 553
Sunyani Brong Ahato, Ghana
Int: reading, writing letters

Alina Gudkova, girl, 16
396072 Novovoronezh,
Voronezh Region, Russia
Int: playing guitar, X Files

Tihana Barzic, girl, 14
Stepinceva 63
21000 Split, Croatia
Int: music, writing letters

Habib Mahmud, boy, 14
P.O. Box 355
Techiman-Brong/Ahafo, Ghana
Int: football, reading

Kristina Petrekovic, girl, 14
Borongaj-Aero 4a
10 000 Zagreb, Croatia

Frimpong Haiziel, boy, 15
Methodist J. Sec. School
P.O. Box 3
Tuaben Ashanti, Ghana
Int: friends, the Bible

Sanja Vujevic, girl, 15
Beroje 71
20213 Cilipi, Croatia
Int: music, dancing, sports
Ivana Bartosak, girl, 16
Cemicka 3
34000 Pozega, Croatia
Int: sports, music, nature
Mihaela Justic, girl, 16
A. Jarica 23
35000 SI. Brod, Croatia
Int: music, travelling

Russia

Manu Stephen, boy, 12
P.O. Box 207
Berekum, Brong Ahafo, Ghana
Int: writing, basketball

I vana Versa, girl, 13
Agyemang Williams, boy, 13
Epulonova 12
Juabeng L/A J. Sec. School
52100 Pula, Croatia
P.O. Box 032
Int: singing, gymnastics, movies Juabeng- Ashanti Reg, Ghana

Anita Has, girl, 15
Vladimira Nazora 125
44320 Kutina, Croatia
Int: writing to friends

To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, we request US $5.
You will also get a copy of the issue in which you are
listed. Low-income and subscribers get one free listing. Priority is given to ages 7-17. Please do not give
the same addresses out to all of your friends. Thanks!

Oppong K. Sampson, boy, 15
P.O. Box 97
Sunyani Brong Ahafo, Ghana
Int: reading, sports, drawing
Emmanuel Sowah, boy, 17
St. Patrick J. Sec. School
P.O. Box 36
Sunyani Brong Ahato, Ghana
Int: music, reading
Asare Yeboah, boy, 17
P.O. Box 920
Sunyani Brong Ahafo, Ghana
Int: music, reading, soccer

Slovenia
Dolores Malic, girl, 17
NadMlini 60
8000 Novo Mesto, Slovenia
Int: movies, music, sports

United States
Angelica Vanasse, girl
11 Bunker Street
Seekonk, MA 02771-3708 USA
Int: art, music, surfing
Trevor Veley, boy, 11
695 Lynch Dr.
Crecent City, CA USA
Int: singing, hockey, bikes

35 Oklahoma City sixth-grade
students want pen pals around
the world. Write to them c/o
Vicky Dennis, 6th grade teacher
Crooked Oak Middle School
1901 SE 15th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73129 USA

Branka Matausic, girl, 16
Perkovceva 78
10430 Samobor, Croatia
Int: music, collecting postcards
Georgia, girl, 17
Family Medos
Naljeskoviceva 31
1ססoo zagreb, Croatia
Int: music, books, TV,jokes
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Sweden
Li Svensson, boy, 13
Olandsresan 176 S-75755
Uppsala, Sweden
Int: football, karate
Jennifer Forss, girl, 14
Sliparvagen 9
73060 Ramnas, Sweden
Int: drawing, nature, music
Karin Broberg, girl, 15
Storgatan 21 B
64145 Katrineholm, Sweden
Int: music, writing, friends
Mimi Hansson, girl, 15
Ringvagen 9B
26142 Landskrona
Skane, Sweden
Int: animals, nature, X Files
Jessica Malmstedt, girl, 15
Haggv.ll
S-243 94 Hoor, Sweden
Int: animals, riding, disco
Maria Platon, girl, 15
Basunv.41
S-434 47 Kungsbacka, Sweden
Int: sports, music, writing
Kaisa Nilsson, girl, 16
Odens vag 12
46830 Vargon, Sweden
Int: exercising, music, friends
Louise Palm, girl, 16
c/o Stenberg
Klostergatan 6
S-58223 Linkoping, Sweden
Int: music, reading, movies
Parvin Karamati, teenager
Anekdotgatan 23
42241 Hisings Backa, Sweden
Int: Iranian penpals in the US

Finland
Sanna Autio, girl, 14
Saunionkuja 4C15
6100 Seinajoki, Finland

- Art by Brett Forman, Eugene, Oregon
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ZA, girl, 15
Torp 106
22100 Mariehamr, Finland
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Danny's Caplil~IIl-:2~~lllllt~III!~~E~~IIIII~~lllllil
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t was the first day of school. The fourth-graders
took their seats and Miss Knight called the roll.
"Danny Grossman."
"Here." The voice came from the back of the room,
the last seat in the last row. It was the new boy and he
wore asmall white cap fastened to his curly hair with a
bobby pin.
"Danny, will you please remove your cap?"
"No, ma'am," Danny said, and shook his head. His
face filled with color.
"We do not wear caps in school, Danny. Please do
as I say."
Danny put both hands on his head, but he did not
remove the cap. "I'm Jewish," he said.
"There are many Jewish boys in this room, but no
one wears acap," the teacher said. This was true: most
of the children at Woodrow Wilson Elementary School
were Jewish. The school was in aJewish neighborhood.
"Now are you going to take off the hat, or do you
want me to do it for you?"
The children turned in their seats and looked at
Danny. Some of them giggled. Tears ran down Danny's
face and splashed on the desk. Slowly, he pulled out the
bobby pins and removed the cap.
When Jeffrey got home from school that day, he told
his mother about Danny's cap.
"I was the only one who didn't laugh at him," he
said. "I was sorry for him. I didn't think it was fair of

the teacher to make fun of him."
"You were right not to laugh," Mrs. Rosenfeld said.
"Now go out and play."
Mrs. Rosenfeld spent the entire afternoon on the
telephone. After dinner, she made even more calls.
The next morning, Jeffrey found asmall blue cap
on the breakfast table next to his orange juice.
"What's this?" he asked.
"It's ayarmulke."
"A yarmulke? What for?"
"To wear to school today. Orthodox men and boys
must always cover their heads to show respect for God."
"But I'm not an Orthodox boy."
"It's to keep Danny company. To show that even
though you are aJewish boy who does not follow this
custom, you support his right to do as he believes."
"But teacher doesn't allow-"
"Do as your mother says. Now." Jeffrey knew from
the tone of his father's voice that further argument would
be useless. He put the cap on his head and fastened it
to his hair with the clips his mother handed him.
Fourteen Jewish boys in the fourth grade at
Woodrow Wilson School wore caps clipped to their hair
that day, even though they were not Orthodox Jews.
The many-colored little caps looked to Miss Knight like
a bouquet of flowers in the somber classroom, and she
smiled with newfound understanding.
-Marci Stillerman, Los Angeles, California
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Nonviolent Communication: The Language of Compassion
What I want in my life is compassion, a flow between myself and others based on a mutual giving from the heart.
-Dr. Marshall Rosenberg
Do you long for harmony,
peace and joy in your life? in your
family and circle of friends? Do
you wish to focus on teaching and
to encourage learning in your classroom? If so, nonviolent communication (NVC), also known as
Giraffe Language, or Language of
the Heart, is worth your serious
consideration.
It is in our nature to enjoy giving and receiving in a compassionate manner, says Marshall
Rosenberg, the author of an outstanding book, Nonviolent
Communication. We have, however, learned many forms of "lifealienating communication" which
leads us to speak and behave in
ways that injure ourselves and others. How does our communication
alienate others--children, students,
youth or adults?
• If it makes moralistic judgements
implying that people who do not act
in harmony with our values are
wrong or bad;
• If it uses comparisons, which can
block compassion both for ourselves and others;
• If it denies the responsibility that
we are each responsible for our
own thoughts, feelings, and actions;
• If it states our desires as demands.
Life-alienating communication
is also associated with the concept
that certain actions merit rewards
and some actions deserve punishment. Most of us grow up speaking
a language that encourages us to
label, compare, demand, and pronounce judgements rather than to
be aware of what we are feeling
and needing.
NVC implies that we express
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four pieces of information (see box)
clearly, by verbal or other means. It
goes without saying that the reciprocal
part of NYC is to receive the same four
pieces of information from otherseven when they are not being presented in the true NYC form. As we keep
our attention focused on these four
areas, and help others do likewise, we
establish a flow of communication,
back and forth, until compassion manifests naturally. NVC fosters deep listening, respect, and empathy, and
engenders a mutual desire to give from
the heart.

How to do it
NVC invites us to separate observations from our evaluations of the situation, and to avoid static generalizations. To express our feelings clearly
we might develop a large vocabulary
of words that articulate a range of
emotions.
What others say and do may be the
stimulus, but never the cause, of our
feelings. Blaming and punishing others
are only superficial expressions of our
anger. When someone communicates
negatively, rather than blaming them or
ourselves, we might sense our own
feelings and needs as well as sense the
feelings and needs hidden in the other
person's message.
We might learn to make our
requests clear and concise, using positive and polite language. When our
requests are not accompanied by our
feelings and needs, they are likely to
sound more like demands.
Since the message we send is not
always the message that's received, we
need to find out if we have been accurately heard. Especially when we are
expressing ourselves in a group, we
must be clear about the nature of
response or feedback we want.
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Nonviolent Communication
The model consists of four steps or
pieces of information:
• First, we observe what is actually
happening in a situation, without
introducing any judgement or
evaluation.
• Next, we state how we feel when
we observe this action: are we hurt,
scared, joyful, amused, irritated,
etc.?
• Thirdly, we state, clearly and honestly, our needs that are connected
to the feelings we have identified.
• Finally, we make a very specific
request that would enrich our lives
or help avoid future problems.
Empathy is a respectful understanding of what others are experiencing. It
calls upon us to listen to others with our
whole heart. No matter what words others may use to express themselves, we
simply and fully listen for their observations, feelings, needs, and requests.
When they have concluded, we may wish
to reflect back, paraphrasing what we
have understood. We heal with empathy.
Our hunger for appreciation affects
not only the workplace but family life as
well. The author writes, "My son Brett
[once asked me], 'Dad, are you aware
[of] how often you bring up what's gone
wrong but almost never bring up what's
gone right?' His observation stayed with
me. I realized [that] I was continually
searching for improvements, while barely stopping to celebrate things that were
going well." NVC offers the solution.
Nonviolent Communication (Puddle
Dancer Press, PO Box 1204, Del Mar
CA 92014). Call the Center for NVC at
1-800- 255-7696 for more information.
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Mongolia
Monks in
this remote
Buddhist
monastery
chant melodic
prayers! bow
to the deities!
meditate, learn
the Tibetan
language, and
study the
teachings of
Buddha.

People living in
the Mongolian
steppe enjoy
homemade yak
and cow milk
products in the
lush spring
season. The Gobi
Desert is sparsely populated!
with less than
one person per
square mile.
Photos by Patrick Sommerville, Minneapolis, MN. Please also see pages 16-19 on Mongolia.
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